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Materials handled:
Acrylic, DIBOND®, rigid PVC (FOREX®), aluminium, HIP, MDF, 
vinyl, PVC banner, flag mesh, paper, foamcore, corrugated plastic, 
hexacomb, magnetic foil, corrugated, carton board, card and more.



Ultra Performance Digital Cutters for Maximum 
Productivity
The X9 has been designed for applications where production speed is paramount. The has 
the same functionality and tooling as the X7 range, but with an innovative and revolutionary 
motion control system that gives enviable power and performance, while retaining control and 
accuracy even on the finest detail. Impressive maximum linear speeds and high acceleration 
mean you’ll struggle to find a faster digital cutter capable of knife cutting and routing.

Typically, high speed machines use rack and pinion servo drive systems and so will often 
fall down on detail such as small radii; or they use moving belt drives which will often handle 
detail better, but struggle with lateral and vertical power. However the ground-breaking motion 
system on the X9 allows it to excel in both areas. If you don’t want to compromise the X9 is the 
machine for you – fast, powerful and with fine control all in one impressive 
package.

The X9 Digital Cutter range offers fast, accurate, vision-enabled 
CNC routing and knife cutting, automating your finishing, 
eliminating costly mistakes, and reducing your labour costs. X9 
machines are perfectly designed to run alongside digital printers 
from HP, Canon Océ, Fuji, EFI, SwissQPrint Inktec Jetrix, Screen Inca & 
Truepress, Mtex, Agfa, and Mimaki amongst others, catering for most sheet and roll printing 
capabilities, with sizes available to handle 8’x’4 or 10’x5’ boards, and further options up to a 
massive 3.2m wide.

The X9’s high specification CNC router can profile cut rigid materials with ease, making light 
work of acrylic, Dibond, rigid PVC, etc. With its additional twin slots for knife and creasing 

tools it can handle even more diverse materials, kiss-cutting adhesive backed vinyl, 
through-cutting and scoring displayboard card, magnetic foil, correx, 

corrugated, honeycomb, foamcore, etc., and with the heavy 
duty knife even rigid styrene and 5mm PVC can be 

knife cut without mess or dust. A tape applicator 
tool is even available allowing double-sided 
tape to be placed accurately onto a variety of 

media so the finished cut product is immediately 
ready for assembling.

For increased productivity, various automation features 
are available. With options from a simple offload area where the 

operator can strip cut parts safely while the machine continues the next job, to semi automated 
sheet feeding, through to a completely automated feeder and unloader that can process a full 
stack of sheets. An integrated tool calibration sensor accurately measures cutter protrusion 
making sure you are cutting to the correct depth every time. This helps avoid costly mistakes 
caused by cutting too deeply using an uncalibrated tool.



Versatile, powerful, fast...

Combo head - twin tool plus router, or tape 
dispenser or URT creaser.

Super head - twin tool 
plus 1KW router.

KKT - Kiss Cut Tool: 
variable pressure kiss 
cut blade, perfect for 
cutting vinyls, foils, 
thin paper and card.

CRT - Creasing Tool: 
supplied with a range 
of wheels to crease 
corrugated, carton 
and other materials.

XVT - V Cut Tool: 
designed for cutting 
structural design 
board for POS and 
other applications.

RBT - Rotating Blade 
Tool: designed for 
the precise cutting of 
woven textiles and 
fabrics.

RKT - Reciprocating 
Knife Tool: can take 
a variety of blades 
allowing it to cut cor-
rugated materials. 

TKT - Tangential 
Knife Tool: a heavy 
duty blade in this tool 
used for cutting plas-
tics, carton, and many 
other materials.

SPT - Pen Tool: for 
accurate plotting or 
drawing on a wide 
range of materials.

Router: 1kW, max. 
60,000rpm precision 
router spindle for 
accurate, high quality 
finish on Acrylic, Dibo-
nd, Foamex, SmartX, 
PETG, wood, etc.

Wide range of tools to cut almost anything...

Triple head can house 
three tools
simultaneously.



Accessories and Automation

Technical Data
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Automatic sheet feeder and 
extension tables coupled with the 
K-CUT VISION print to register 
system turn your DYSS X9 into 
an automated 24/7 production 
machine.

Model X9-1625 X9-1630 X9-2230 X9-2616 X9-2630 X9-3216 X9-3230
Maximum work 
area (W x L)

1600 x 2450mm
65x 96”

1600 x 3150mm
65x 120”

2200 x 3150mm
89 x 120”

2600 x 1650mm
104 x 65”

2600 x 3150mm
104 x 120”

3200 x 1650mm
128 x 65”

3200 x 3050mm
128 x 120”

Maximum sheet 
size (W x L)

1640 x 2800mm
87 x 110”

1640 x 3400mm
87 x 134”

2240 x 3580mm
88 x 141”

2640 x 2060mm
104 x 88”

2640 x 3580mm
104 x 141”

3240 x 2060mm
128 x 88”

3240 x 3580mm
128 x 141”

Machine size 
(W x L)

2500 x 3250mm
93 x 128”

2360 x 3900mm
93 x 154”

2970 x 3900mm
117 x 154”

3370 x 2380mm
133 x 94”

3370 x 3900mm
133 x 154”

3970 x 2380mm
157 x 94”

3970 x 3900mm
154 x 154”

Weight 1620kg 1820kg 2280kg 2180kg 2580kg 2480kg 2980kg

Construction Ultra High performance, innovative motion control system with near zero backlash. Rugged welded 
steel frame and industrial honeycomb structure vacuum table with 3D bed mapping technology. 
High precision AC servo system with 5 axis synchronous control. Variable look-Ahead vector control 
to optimize speed

Interface Standard network connection via K-CUT Vision
Co-axial connection for camera if fitted 

Options Sheet/board feeder, conveyor system with roll off unit, back blow function

Based on conveyor equipped machine


